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Hydrogen embrittlement of grain boundaries in nickel: an
atomistic study
Shan Huang1, Dengke Chen1, Jun Song2, David L. McDowell1 and Ting Zhu1

The chemomechanical degradation of metals by hydrogen is widely observed, but not clearly understood at the atomic scale. Here
we report an atomistic study of hydrogen embrittlement of grain boundaries in nickel. All the possible interstitial hydrogen sites at
a given grain boundary are identified by a powerful geometrical approach of division of grain boundary via polyhedral packing
units of atoms. Hydrogen segregation energies are calculated at these interstitial sites to feed into the Rice–Wang thermodynamic
theory of interfacial embrittlement. The hydrogen embrittlement effects are quantitatively evaluated in terms of the reduction of
work of separation for hydrogen-segregated grain boundaries. We study both the fast and slow separation limits corresponding to
grain boundary fracture at fixed hydrogen concentration and fixed hydrogen chemical potential, respectively. We further analyze
the influences of local electron densities on hydrogen adsorption energies, thereby gaining insights into the physical limits of
hydrogen embrittlement of grain boundaries.
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INTRODUCTION
Challenges associated with a hydrogen economy are substantial,
ranging from hydrogen generation and storage to transportation.1

Hydrogen in metallic containment systems, such as high-pressure
vessels and pipelines can cause the degradation of their
mechanical properties that can further result in a sudden and
unexpected catastrophic fracture.2–5 A wide range of hydrogen
embrittlement phenomena was attributed to the loss of cohesion
of interfaces (between grains, inclusion and matrix, or phases) due
to interstitially dissolved hydrogen.6 This concept and related
models,7–9 however, have not been made sufficiently predictive
due to a lack of fundamental understanding of the chemomecha-
nical mechanisms of embrittlement, despite considerable research
effort.10–22 One challenge towards such an understanding is to
establish the mechanistic connections between the mechano-
chemistry of hydrogen adsorption and the strength reduction of
grain boundaries (GBs) with realistic atomic structure and under
loading conditions pertinent to applications.
The structure of metallic materials can often be described by

arrays of polyhedra consisting of closely packed clusters of atoms.
These space-filling polyhedra result from the competition of
maximizing the coordination number of metallic atoms, minimiz-
ing local free volumes, and avoiding repulsive atomic overlap.23

They can effectively serve as the basic structural units for
analyzing interstices for absorption of H atoms. In this work, we
adopt a powerful geometrical approach pioneered by Ashby
et al.24–26 for analyzing the structure of GBs in terms of polyhedral
packing units. We develop a corresponding computational route
to effectively identify all the potential interstitial sites of H
adsorption at GBs. By combining the atomistic calculations of H
segregation energies at these interstitial sites and the thermo-
dynamic theory of interfacial embrittlement,6–9 we evaluate how
the structure of GBs influences the propensity of H chemisorption,

as well as the consequent embrittlement of GBs. The results reveal
the collective embrittlement effects due to surface adsorption and
interfacial segregation of H atoms at multiple trapping sites. We
further analyze the influences of local electron densities on the H
adsorption energies at GBs and fractured surfaces, in order to
understand the physical limits of H embrittlement of GBs.
We study the face-centered-cubic (fcc) Ni as a model system. An

embedded atom method (EAM) potential is used to describe the
Ni–H system,27, 28 and the total energy is given by

E ¼ 1
2

X
i;j

ϕ rij
� �þX

i

Fi ρið Þ; (1)

where ϕ(rij) is the pair energy between atoms i and j which are
separated by rij, ρi is the electron density at atom i caused by all of
the other atoms in the system, Fi(ρi) is the embedding energy of
atom i which depends on the host electron density ρi at atom i.
The detailed potential functions in Eq. (1) are described in refs. 27,
28. The fitting data of this EAM potential include the zero-point
energy, which is important for H atoms. This potential has been
benchmarked by the bulk, surface, and defect properties
measured from experiments (Table 1). Note that the potential
parameters were corrected,28 and the corresponding potential
data and reference properties can be found at the website of the
NIST Interatomic Potentials Repository Project.29

GBs studied in this work include the symmetric tilt boundaries
of ∑5(310)[001] and ∑17(140)[001], as well as ∑11(113)[011] and
∑27(115) [011]. They are representative of different spatial
arrangements of polyhedral packing units. In the following
analysis of polyhedral packing units, we focus on ∑5(310)[001]
and ∑17(140)[001]GBs. The corresponding simulation cell consists
of a bicrystal slab containing a single symmetric tilt GB in the
middle. The slab geometry is 3.3 nm × 4.9 nm × 1.4 nm (2112
atoms) for ∑5(310)[001] and 2.9 × 4.9 × 1.4 nm (1840 atoms) for
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∑17(140)[001], respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are
imposed along both the out-of-plane and the in-plane horizontal
directions in Fig. 1, while the slab is free to relax in the vertical
direction to the GB. All the atomic structures studied are relaxed
by conjugate gradient energy minimization.
It is known that a H atom embedded in the transition metal

such as Ni behaves chemically like a He atom, such that the
interstitially dissolved H in Ni generally exists in the form of H
atoms instead of H2 molecules.30 According to Ashby et al.,24 the
interstitial trapping sites in the bulk and at GBs can be
characterized by the polyhedral packing units of host atoms.
Specifically, in a geometrical description of close packing of hard
spheres of equal radii, the polyhedral hole refers to the void within
the convex deltahedron, the vertices of which are the centers of
neighboring atoms and the faces of which are equilateral
triangles. Suppose a deltahedron is not further divisible in the
sense that it is too small to accommodate another host atom. The
number of distinguishable and indivisible deltahedra is limited to
nine in three dimensions. The central hole of a deltahedron
contains a large free volume and thus is an energetically favorable
interstitial site for trapping the small H atom.10, 31

We develop a computational route to uniquely divide a relaxed
GB into deltahedral packing units by using a H atom as a probe.
That is, a single H atom is embedded near a GB by assigning its
initial position based on the nodal coordinates of a spatial mesh,
with uniform nodal spacing of, for example, 0.1 Å. Then the Ni–H
system is relaxed using conjugate gradient energy minimization.
To identify the type of the interstitial hole where the probing H
atom sits, we determine the number of vertices of the deltahedron
containing the probe H atom through the number of Ni atoms
that coordinate with the central H atom with a cut-off radius of
2.65 Å, which is empirically set based on their equilibrium distance
from the Ni–H potential. The types of deltahedra identified have
been verified by direct inspection of the atomic deltahedral
structures enclosing the probing H atom via the visualization
software of Atomeye.32

RESULTS
Polyhedral packing units
Figure 1 shows the relaxed atomic structures of ∑5(310)[001] and
∑17(140)[001] tilt GBs in pure Ni, which have the same [001] tilt
axis, but different tilt angles. The interstitial sites for H adsorption
are identified using a single H atom as a probe as described
above. It is seen that the bulk fcc lattice is simply composed of
periodic tetrahedral and octahedral units. In contrast, the ∑5(310)
[001] GB is composed of three types of polyhedral holes: bi-
tetrahedron, pentagonal bi-pyramid, and capped trigonal prism;
the ∑17(140)[001] GB involves an additional octahedral hole. In
both GBs a capped trigonal prism always nests with a pentagonal
bi-pyramid, forming a compound hole. The arrangement of these
deltahedral units is periodic on GBs, as dictated by the periodicity
of adjoining crystals.

Table 1. H trapping sites and binding energy (eV per atom)

EAM potential Experiment27

Molecular binding energy EH −2.37

Bulk: tetrahedron −1.79 −2.05

octahedron −2.20

(111) surface: top −2.62 −2.70

three-fold −2.71

Tetrahedron (4) Bi-tetrahedron (5) Capped trigonal prism (8)Pentagonal bi-pyramid (7)Octahedron (6)

a

cb

Fig. 1 Symmetric tilt GBs with [001] tilt axis in pure fcc Ni. a Projected and perspective views of deltahedral packing units, with the number of
vertices given in the bracket. b A∑5(310)[001] GB is composed of stacks of bi-tetrahedron, pentagonal bi-pyramid, capped trigonal prism; the
latter two units form a compound hole. The types of projected deltahedral units in the bulk lattice and at the GB can be recognized from the
edge color as defined in a. c A∑17(140)[001] GB is composed of stacks of the above three deltahedral units plus an octahedral unit. Green and
blue atoms belong to adjacent (001) planes
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Figure 2 shows the adsorption of a H atom at the interstitial site
of various deltahedral packing units on a ∑5(310)[001] GB; the
structure displayed has been relaxed by conjugate gradient
energy minimization. In the schematic illustrations (i.e., the upper
row of Fig. 2), the solid circle indicates the most energetically
favorable binding site for each deltahedral hole. There is only one
metastable binding site in the bi-pyramid and bi-tetrahedron
holes. In contrast, the capped prism has three metastable binding
sites, all located at the central axis of the prism. The two sites
indicated by hollow circles deviate from the central cross-sectional
plane of the prism by about 20% of the prism height. Their
binding energies are only slightly higher by 0.004 eV, such that the
three binding sites are approximately equivalent and only one site
can be occupied by an interstitial H atom in this deltahedral unit.
The lower row of Fig. 2 shows three different relaxed structures of
the ∑5(310)[001] GB, and each structure contains an interstitially
adsorbed H atom in the central hole of the bi-pyramid, bi-
tetrahedron, and capped prism unit, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the atomic structures of a H-segregated ∑5(310)

[001] GB before and after cleavage fracture, i.e., separation of
adjoining bicrystals at the GB. In Fig. 3a, b, the GB corresponds to
an extreme case of full coverage with a monolayer of H occupying
all the interstitial sites. The separated surface is shown in Fig. 3c,
where the cleavage boundary plane (as indicated by the red solid
line in Fig. 3a) is obtained by energy minimization through direct
separation at the GB. It should be noted that the upper and lower
separated surfaces in Fig. 3b maintain the mirror symmetry with a
relative in-plane shift, and H atoms are equally partitioned

between the two surfaces, such that the surface concentration is
reduced to one half of that of the intact, fully covered GB.

H adsorption and segregation energies
Table 1 lists the calculated binding energies of H in vacuum, at
various bulk and surface interstitial sites, as compared with
available experimental values. Here we denote the molecular
binding energy of H2 as EH per atom. It is computed by the EAM
potential as −2.37 eV.33 This energy serves as a reference to
determine whether the atomic adsorption of H to various
interstitial sites is endothermic or exothermic. The binding energy
of H in the bulk, ΔEb, is defined as the difference between the
energy of the system with and without one H atom at a trapping
site. Table 1 shows that H binding to an octahedral site
ΔEoctab ¼ �2:20 eV
� �

is more energetically favorable than a
tetrahedral site ΔEtetrab ¼ �1:79 eV

� �
in the bulk lattice.27 These

results indicate that H2 dissolution in the bulk is endothermic,
since its heat of solution at a favorable octahedral site is positive,
i.e., ΔEoctab � EH ¼ 0:17 eV. In contrast, H adsorption at various sites
of the low energy surface is exothermic. For example, the binding
energy at the top and three-fold sites of the (111) surface are,
respectively, −2.62 and −2.71 eV, both of which are less than EH.
Likewise, we define the binding energy of H at the GB, ΔEadg , and

at the fracture surface, ΔEads , as the difference between the energy
of the system with and without one H atom at the respective
trapping site. Table 2 lists the calculated values of ΔEadg and ΔEads . It
is seen that for both ∑5(310)[001] and ∑17(140)[001] GBs, the most
energetically favorable binding site is the pentagonal bi-pyramidal
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Pentagonal bi-pyramid Bi-tetrahedron Capped trigonal prism

Fig. 2 H adsorption at different interstitial sites of a ∑5(310)[001] GB. a Schematic of the H adsorption site (red circle) in a pentagonal bi-
pyramid packing unit (above) and corresponding atomic structure (below). b Same as a except for a bi-tetrahedron packing unit. c Same as a
except for a capped trigonal prism packing unit. To facilitate the visualization of deltahedral packing units, the vertices and corresponding
atoms of the same kind of deltahedral unit are numbered in the schematics above and the atomic structures below, respectively. Green and
blue atoms belongs to adjacent (001) planes
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hole. In contrast, the binding energies in the bi-tetrahedral hole
are significantly different for two GBs. At the separated surface,
the binding energies for the same type of binding sites are very
close for the two GBs.
Overall, Table 2 shows that the binding energy of H at the

separated surface ΔEads is lower than that at the corresponding GB
site ΔEadg , such that ΔEadg � ΔEads is inherently positive. To
understand this trend from the perspective of chemomechanical
coupling, we calculate the “chemical” energy change of embed-
ding a H atom into a rigid atomic network of host Ni atoms, as well
as the “mechanical” energy change due to the elastic relaxation
associated with Ni–H bonding. As shown in Table 3, the former is
much larger than the latter, consistent with the previous quantum
mechanical analysis of chemo–mechanical coupling of impurities
at GBs.12 These results indicate that the positivity of ΔEadg � ΔEads
can be mainly attributed to the chemical (electronic) effect of H
binding to Ni. That is, the electron density at the Ni surface is
lower than that of the GB, thus enabling the lower embedding
energy of H to the surface.34 In contrast, the elastic relaxation due
to size mismatch between the small H atom and the interstice of
polyhedral holes plays a minor role.
Since the segregation energies are often used in the thermo-

dynamic theory of interfacial embrittlement,8 we convert the H
binding energies in Table 2 to the H segregation energies from the
bulk octahedral site to the interstitial sites at GBs and
corresponding fracture surfaces, defined as ΔEsegg ¼ ΔEadg � ΔEb
and ΔEsegs ¼ ΔEads � ΔEb, respectively. The calculated segregation
energies are also listed in Table 2. It can be readily verified that

ΔEsegg � ΔEsegs ¼ ΔEadg � ΔEads . Note that the results in Tables 1 and
2 are obtained for the dilute limit of low H concentrations at the
GB and separated surface. Our calculations also show that these H
binding energies are nearly identical to the corresponding values
in the limit of high H concentrations, with differences less than
2%. These results indicate that the interaction energies between
different H atoms at the same and different types of deltahedral
sites are negligibly small.

Energies of pristine GB and fracture surface
Table 4 lists the GB energies, Eg, and the corresponding surface
energies, Es. In addition to the two [001] tilt GBs, we also include
two [011] tilt GBs. Also listed is the ideal work of reversibly
separating the GBs, W0 = 2Es−Eg, as well as that of reversibly
separating the lattice planes in the bulk, W0 = 2Es, giving the
surface energy of (111), (100) and (110) planes. We have verified
the values of W0 in Table 4 by equivalently calculating the area
under the stress vs. separation distance curve for GBs and lattice
planes studied.

H embrittlement of GBs—fast fracture
To study the H embrittlement effects, we first consider the fast
separation of GBs at fixed H concentration, the so-called “fast
fracture” limit. According to the Rice–Wang thermodynamic
theory of embrittlement of an interface with n types of
segregation sites,8 the work of separation at constant solute

a
b c

a b c

d
e f

d e f

a

b

c

Fig. 3 Atomic structures of the ∑5(310)[001] GB with a full H coverage before and after fracture. a The side view of the relaxed GB before
fracture, with all the deltahedral holes occupied by interstitial H atoms, and b the corresponding cross-sectional view (cut through the blue
dashed line in a). The colored polyhedra in b indicate the different packing units at the GB (see definitions in Fig. 1). c The relaxed structure of
the fractured GB; the cleavage plane is indicated by the red solid line in a; surface atoms are marked by a–f for finding the counterparts in a.
Atoms are colored by the coordination number [29]
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concentration, WΓ, valid at low temperatures, is

WΓ ¼ W0 �
X
i

Z Γi

0
μig Γ i
� �� μis

Γ i

2

� �� �
dΓ i (2)

Here, W0 is the work of separation of a clean GB, Γi is the solute
concentration at the i-th type interstitial site of the GB, and μig and
μis are the chemical potentials of solute at the GB and separated
surface, respectively. According to Rice and Wang,8 for fracture at
low temperatures, one can justifiably neglect the entropic
contributions to chemical potentials relating to changes in the
atomic vibrational spectrum. As a result, the chemical potentials of
μig and μis in Eq. (2) can be approximated by the corresponding
enthalpy ΔEseg;ig and ΔEseg;is , so that

WΓ � W0 �
X
i

Z Γi

0
ΔEseg;ig Γ i

� �� ΔEseg;is
Γ i

2

� �� �
dΓ i : (3)

As discussed earlier, the interactions between different H atoms
at the same and different types of deltahedral interstitial sites are
negligibly small, such that both ΔEseg;ig and ΔEseg;is can be
approximately treated as constant, as assumed in the
Langmuir–McLean adsorption isotherm.8 It follows that

WΓ � W0 �
X
i

ΔEseg;ig � ΔEseg;is

� 	
Γ i (4)

In Eq. (4), the H concentration at the GB, Γi, can be estimated by

Γi

Γmax;i
g � Γi

¼ x exp �ΔEseg;ig

kT

 !
(5)

where Γmax;i
g is the maximum concentration of i-th type of the

polyhedral hole at the GB and x is the fraction of occupied
octahedral sites in the bulk. An order-of-magnitude estimate of
Γmax;i
g can be made by considering a square network of possible

adsorption sites, spaced 0.5 nm from one another,8 giving
Γmax;i
g � 4 ´ 1018=m2 � 7 ´ 10�6 mol=m2.
Based on Eqs. (4) and (5), we evaluate the equilibrium H

concentrations and associated embrittlement effects at charging
pressures pertinent to the efficient transmission of hydrogen gas,
e.g., 20–100MPa in pipelines.35 In a recent experiment by Bechtle
et al.5, H embrittlement was studied with charging pressures
between 50–140MPa and temperatures between 150–200 °C. The
corresponding equilibrium H lattice concentration x was esti-
mated from Sievert’s law (see Methods), giving a range of
1000–3000 atomic parts per million (appm) that was consistent
with experimental measurements.5 Taking a representative lattice
concentration in experiment, e.g., x = 3000 appm when T = 200 °C,
we estimate the H concentrations at GBs using Eqs. (4) and (5)
based on the atomistic calculation results of H segregation
energies (Table 2). For the ∑5(310)[001] GB with
Γmax;i
g ¼ 0:85 ´ 10�5mol/m2, Γi is 0.75 × 10−5 mol/m2 in the most

energetically favorable site of the pentagonal bi-pyramidal hole,
giving 88% coverage of this type of site; in the capped trigonal
prism, Γi = 0.34 × 10−5 mol/m2, giving 40% coverage; in the bi-
tetrahedron, Γi = 0.07 × 10−5 mol/m2, giving 8% coverage. Clearly,

these different coverages manifest the segregation equilibrium of
H at multiple polyhedral sites controlled by Eq. (5).11

From the above calculated H concentrations, together with the
separation energy of clean boundaries in Table 4, we calculate the
work of separation at constant H concentration, WΓ, for the ∑5
(310)[001] GB based on Eq. (4), and obtain WΓ = 3.26 J/m2 for a H-
segregated GB, as opposed to W0 = 3.60 J/m2 for a clean GB.
Similarly, we evaluate the H embrittlement effects on different
types of high-angle and low-angle GBs with either [001] or [011]
tilt axis. The results of WΓ are given in Table 5. Interestingly, the
reduction of the various GB separation energies considered here
due to H segregation, i.e., (WΓ−W0)/W0, is around 10%, despite the
fact that GBs studied consist of different combinations of
polyhedral holes with various spatial arrangements.

H embrittlement of GBs—slow fracture
The H embrittlement effect can be drastically increased in the limit
of slow separation of a GB at fixed H chemical potential, the so-
called “slow fracture” limit. According to Rice and Wang,8 the work
of separation at the constant solute chemical potential, Wμ, valid
at high temperatures, is

Wμ ¼ W0 �
X
i

Z μ

�1
2Γ is μð Þ � Γ ig μð Þ
h i

dμ; (6)

where the upper integration limit is taken as the solute chemical
potential in the bulk μ ¼ kT ln x. From Eqs. (3) and (6), the work of
separation of the GB in the slow and fast separation limits can be
related according to

WΓ �Wμ ¼
X
i

Z 2Γis μ0ð Þ

Γi0

μ0 � μis
Γi

2

� �� �
dΓi (7)

where μ0 is the solute chemical potential in the bulk leading to an
equilibrium solute concentration of Γi0 at the GB, and Γis μ0ð Þ in the
integration limit is the solute concentration of the separated
surface with the surface chemical potential equal to that in the
bulk μ0. To a first approximation and neglect the contributions of
vibrational entropy to chemical potentials, the work of separation
in the two limits can be estimated by

WΓ �Wμ ¼
X
i

ΔEseg;ig � ΔEseg;is

� 	
2Γ is � Γ i0
� �

; (8)

where the H concentration at the separated surface Γ is is
determined by equilibrium of chemical potentials between the
bulk and surface, i.e.,

Γis
Γmax;i
s � Γis

¼ x exp �ΔEseg;is

kT

 !
: (9)

Note that Γis in Eq. (9) is governed by ΔEseg;is for separation at
constant chemical potential, as opposed to Γis in Eq. (3) which is
controlled by ΔEseg;ib for separation at constant concentration.
Using the same H lattice concentration x as the case of fast

fracture of GBs at constant H concentration, we evaluate the H
embrittlement effects on slow fracture at constant chemical

Table 2. H trapping sites and adsorption energies (eV per atom) at GBs and separated surfaces; H segregation energies from the bulk lattice to GBs
and separated surfaces, ΔEsegg ¼ ΔEadg � ΔEb and ΔEsegs ¼ ΔEads � ΔEb

Interstitial site ∑5(310)[001] ∑17(140)[001]

ΔEadg ΔEads ΔEsegg ΔEsegs ΔEadg ΔEads ΔEsegg ΔEsegs

Pentagonal bi-pyramid −2.52 −2.83 −0.32 −0.63 −2.54 −2.80 −0.34 −0.60

Octahedron – – – – −2.45 −2.85 −0.25 −0.65

Capped trigonal prism −2.42 −2.66 −0.22 −0.46 −2.42 −2.68 −0.22 −0.48

Bi-tetrahedron −2.34 −2.82 −0.14 −0.62 −2.18 −2.82 +0.22 −0.62
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potential for high-angle and low-angle GBs with both [001] and
[011] tilt axes. The corresponding surface concentration Γ is at
chemical potential equilibrium is calculated from Eq. (9), and then
the work of separation Wμ is determined from Eq. (8). The results
are also given in Table 5. It is seen that the reduction of the GB
separation energies due to H segregation, i.e., (Wμ−W0)/W0, is
around 50% in the slow fracture limit, as opposed to about 10% in
the fast fracture limit. Hence, these atomistic calculations
demonstrate that the H embrittlement effects on GBs is more
significant in the slow fracture limit than the fast one.

Electron density effects on H embrittlement
To gain a deep understanding of the strength reduction of H-
segregated GBs, we analyze the H adsorption energies at both GBs
and separated surfaces based on the electronic theory of H
alloying in metals.36 Figure 4 shows a collection of calculated
ΔEad;ig and ΔEad;is at various sites of [001] and [011] GBs studied.
These adsorption energies are plotted as a function of local
electron density ρ at the corresponding adsorption site. We recall
that the electron density ρ is introduced in Eq. (1) and it
contributes to the total energy through an embedding effect
described by F(ρ). The values of ρ can be evaluated during
atomistic calculations with the EAM potential of Ni–H. One notable
feature in Fig. 4 is that there exists a finite energy gap (no less
than 0.14 eV) between ΔEad;ig and ΔEad;is , irrespective of the type of
adsorption sites. Also note that the adsorption energies at various
GB trapping sites ΔEad;ig (hollow symbols) exhibit a relatively large
variation, while those at different surface trapping sites ΔEad;is

(solid symbols) are much closer to each other. These features can
be rationalized in terms of the H alloying behavior in metals.30

Specifically, the interaction energy between H and the host
transition metal such as Ni is mainly governed by the embedding
energy F(ρ), which is a function of local electron density ρ at the
adsorption site determined by the host metal.30 The nearly
constant value of ΔEad;is arises mainly because of gradual
attenuation of the electron density in the free space outside the
surface, enabling a H atom to find an optimal (minimal)
embedding energy. In contrast, the range of variation of the
electron density at an internal interstitial site in a GB is dictated by
the geometrical constraint of surrounding atoms that make up the
polyhedral packing unit. As a result, the corresponding embed-
ding energy cannot be optimized to the minimum. This gives rise
to a relatively large range of ΔEad;ig due to the variation of local
atomic geometries of polyhedral holes. As such, a finite energy
gap exists between ΔEad;ig and ΔEad;is .
Based on the foregoing analysis of adsorption energies and

effects of local electron densities, we can further rationalize the
extent of reduction of the GB strength by H segregation. Taking
the fast fracture at fixed H concentration as an example, we recall
from Eq. (4) that H embrittlement is controlled by the collective
effect of multiple segregation sites; and for each type of site, the
extent of embrittlement is determined by product between the
segregation energy difference, ΔEseg;ig � ΔEseg;is , and the H
concentration at the GB, Γi. The former is equal to the adsorption
energy difference, ΔEad;ig � ΔEad;is . According to Eq. (5) the latter is
governed by ΔEseg;ig and equivalently by ΔEad;ig in the exponential,
under a given charging load and accordingly a lattice concentra-
tion x. Since a small variation of ΔEad;ig can be markedly magnified
by the exponential in Eq. (5), ΔEad;ig will affect the embrittlement

Table 3. Separation of the H adsorption energy Ead (eV per atom) into the chemical contribution Eadchem and mechanical contribution Eadmech, i.e.,
Ead ¼ Eadchem þ Eadmech. (Pbp: Pentagonal bi-pyramid; Ctp: Capped trigonal prism; Bt: Bi-tetrahedron; Oct: octahedron; Tetr: tetrahedron)

∑5(310)[001] GB ∑17(140)[001] GB (111) Bulk (111) Surface

Pbp Ctp Bt Pbp Oct Ctp Bt Oct Tetr 3-fold Top

Ead −2.52 −2.42 −2.34 −2.54 −2.45 −2.42 −2.18 −2.20 −1.79 −2.71 −2.62

Eadchen −2.50 −2.41 −2.28 −2.53 −2.41 −2.39 −2.07 −2.13 −1.68 −1.55 −1.45

Eadmech −0.02 −0.01 −0.06 −0.01 −0.04 −0.03 −0.11 −0.07 −0.11 −0.16 −0.17

Table 4. GB energies, Eg, surface energies, Es, and work of separation,
W0 (unit: J/m2)

∑5
(210)
[001]

∑17
(140)
[001]

∑11
(113)
[011]

∑27
(115)
[011]

(111)
surface

(100)
surface

(110)
surface

Eg 1.12 1.15 0.28 0.62 – – –

Es 2.36 2.31 4.57 4.55 1.92 2.06 2.34

W0 3.60 3.46 4.29 3.93 3.84 4.11 4.68

Table 5. Work of separation for (a) pure GBs, W0, (b) fast fracture at
constant H concentration, WΓ, and (c) slow fracture at constant
chemical potential, Wμ (unit: J/m

2)

∑5(310)
[001]

∑17(140)
[001]

∑11(113)
[011]

∑27(115)
[011]

W0 3.60 3.46 4.29 3.93

WΓ 3.24 3.06 3.99 3.43

(WΓ−W0)/W0 −10% −12% −7% −13%

Wμ 1.94 1.64 2.27 1.44

(Wμ−W0)/W0 −46% −53% −47% −63%

Fig. 4 H adsorption energy vs. local electron density at different
adsorption sites. The adsorption sites in the bulk lattice are
represented by cross symbols. The adsorption sites on the GBs
and corresponding separated surfaces are respectively represented
by hollow and solid symbols, including ∑5(310)[001](circle), ∑17(140)
[001](square), ∑11 (113)[011](diamond), and ∑27(115)[011](triangle).
The color of symbols indicates the type of deltahedral units, with the
same edge coloring scheme in Fig. 1a, i.e., pink: tetrahedron; yellow:
bi-tetrahedron; purple: for octahedron; black: pentagonal bi-pyramid;
and red: capped trigonal prism
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effect primarily through Γi. For the Ni–H system, ΔEad;ig is negative.
As a result, at different H adsorption sites, if the magnitude of
ΔEad;ig is large, Γi will be high, and the induced decrease of work of
separation would be significant. However, the variation of ΔEad;ig is
limited. This is because of the constraints of atomic structure on
the allowable electron densities within polyhedral holes at GBs as
discussed earlier. It follows that the most embrittling site is the
one with a maximum magnitude of ΔEad;ig , with the corresponding
ΔEseg;ig � ΔEseg;is � 0:25 eV per H atom. We also note that the limit
of Γi is set by the limit of Γmax;i

g . That is, under the high charging
load studied in this work, Γi at the site with the maximum
magnitude of ΔEad;ig approaches the saturation limit of
Γmax;i
g � 4 ´ 1018 m�2, which is intrinsically determined by the

atomic structure of GBs or simply by the lattice constant, as
discussed earlier. From the above estimation, we conclude that
the maximum product between ΔEad;ig � ΔEad;is and Γ i � Γmax;i

g

� 	
in

Eq. (4) is approximately 0.16 J/m2, which corresponds to a
reduction of the work of separation of pure GBs by about 5%
(taking a representative value of W0 = 3 J/m2). This value gives a
reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate to the reduction of W0 at
H-segregated GBs. In addition, because of the high charging load
considered, the weakening effects due to H adsorption at other
types of interstitial sites can make comparable contributions, as
shown by detailed numerical examples given earlier, so that the
total weakening amounts to about 10% reduction of W0 in the fast
fracture limit.
Finally, we note that the above analysis of the extent of H

embrittlement is given for the case of fast fracture. Likewise, the H
adsorption energies at GBs and separated surfaces, as governed
by local electron densities and atomic structures, should also
dictate the embrittlement extent for the case of slow fracture. A
similar analysis can be given along the same line, but is more
involved under constant H chemical potential and thus worth
studying in the future.

DISCUSSION
We have performed an atomistic study of H embrittlement of GBs
in Ni by combining the geometrical analysis of polyhedral packing
units for H interstitial adsorption, atomistic calculation of H
segregation energies, and thermodynamic theory of interfacial
embrittlement. The H embrittlement effects are quantitatively
evaluated for symmetric tilt GBs of ∑5(310)[001], ∑17(140)[001],
∑11(113)[011] and ∑27(115)[011]. Our atomistic results show that
the strength reduction of H-segregated GBs in Ni is around 10% in
the limit of fast GB fracture at constant H concentration, while the
reduction of the GB strength is around 50% in the limit of slow GB
fracture at constant H chemical potential. The extent of reduction
of the GB strength due to H segregation is rationalized in terms of
local electron densities and their effects on H adsorption energies
at GBs and separated surfaces.
Broadly, our work is built upon a powerful geometrical

approach for finding all the possible polyhedral interstitial sites
of impurity adsorption, and thus provides an atomistically-based
thermodynamic framework to quantify the interfacial embrittle-
ment by impurity segregation in metals. While only symmetric tilt
GBs are studied in this paper, the geometrical analysis in terms of
polyhedral packing units can be applied to general GBs in metals,
including tilt and twist, symmetric and asymmetric boundaries.
Note that only the monolayer H coverage at the GB layer is
considered here. Depending on the GB structure, various
interstitial sites close to the GB layer (e.g., one or two layers away
from the GB layer) can be energetically favored for H absorption as
well. Their effects on GB embrittlement warrant a systematic study
in the future. It should be emphasized that the present study is
focused on direct H embrittlement effects on GBs in the absence
of defects such as vacancies (i.e., large free volumes) and
dislocations at GBs. While the reduction of GB strengths at high

H converges falls in the range of only a few tens of percent, such
weakening of GBs could still suffice to cause a transition of overall
fracture from the ductile mode of dimpled fracture without H
charging to the brittle mode of intergranular fracture with H
charging, as observed in experiments.5 One possible mechanism
underlying such transition could be plasticity-mediated atomic
decohesion, involving the so-called “valve” effect of coupling a
small variation of cohesive strength with a large change of plastic
dissipation during fracture.8, 37, 38 To confirm the efficacy of this
valve effect, it is necessary to extend the present atomistically-
based thermodynamic model to address the kinetic aspects of H
diffusion and crack growth at GBs, as well as the coupling effects
of H-enhanced localized plasticity (HELP), H-enhanced decohesion
(HEDE), H-enhanced vacancy stabilization (HEVS)39, 40 for realistic
geometries of three-dimensional cracks and polycrystals on the
time scale relevant to laboratory experiments.41–43

METHODS
Evaluation of H lattice concentration
We describe how the H lattice concentrations can be estimated from the
hydrogen charging pressure, according to Bechtle et al.5 One can relate the
hydrogen gas pressure to the lattice concentration x based on Sievert’s
law, x = Sf1/2. Here the Sievert’s parameter S is given by
S ¼ S0 exp �E0=kTð Þ, where E0 is the heat of solution, i.e., the adsorption
energy in the bulk (E0 = 0.17 eV from atomistic calculations vs. E0 = 0.16 eV
from experiment); S0 is the solubility constant that can be measured from
experiment (S0 = 9.88 × 103 appm MPa−1/2 for H in Ni); f is the fugacity of
the hydrogen gas, given by f ¼ P exp Pb=kTð Þ, where b is a constant in the
Abel–Noble equation of state accounting for the non-ideal gas behavior of
a finite sized molecule.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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